Flipping sentiment while preserving sentence meaning is challenging because parallel sentences with the same content but different sentiment polarities are not always available for model learning. We introduce a method for acquiring imperfectly aligned sentences from non-parallel corpora and propose a model that learns to minimize the sentiment and content losses in a fully end-to-end manner. Our model is simple and offers well-balanced results across two domains: Yelp restaurant and Amazon product reviews. 1
Introduction
Text style transfer is the process of editing a sentence to modify specific attributes (e.g., style, sentiment, and tense) while preserving its attributeindependent content (Shen et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2018; . In this work, we are particularly interested in sentiment modification. This task is challenging because parallel data (i.e., aligned sentences with the same content but different sentiment polarities) are not always available and they are costly to annotate. Major existing solutions that exploit non-parallel data include training discriminators to guide sentence generation (Hu et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2018) , retrieving similar sentences from another corpus and then editing them (Guu et al., 2018; , and applying back-translation (Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018b; Lample et al., 2019) .
Achieving both accurate sentiment modification and high content preservation can be difficult. Recently, 's framework has shown promising results. They delete sentiment-specific phrases (e.g., "works great") from a given sen- 1 The code for reproducibility will be available on the author's website.
(a) the service was great too → the service was n't too great (b) this one is by far the worst → this one is the best by far tence, retrieve new phrases associated with the target sentiment (e.g, "barely used"), and recombine them to generate an output. However, their framework relies on separate modules and assumes that clear boundaries exist between the sentimentspecific phrases and the content, which is not always the case.
In this work, our objective is to develop a model that can be trained end-to-end from sentence pairs acquired from non-parallel corpora. Our approach is based on the observation that shared tokens between similar sentences in unaligned corpora convey the content we wish to preserve, while non-shared tokens more or less reflect sentiment change. Figure 1 shows the examples of the retrieved sentences from the opposite corpora given the query sentences. Although these sentence pairs are not perfectly aligned, they provide a useful signal of sentiment change and are easy to obtain. By considering the retrieved sentences as the noisy source sentences and the query sentences as the target sentences, we can extend an encoderdecoder model to learn sentiment modification using auxiliary loss functions.
Our contributions are as follows: We introduce a search-and-corrupt method for creating training data from non-parallel corpora ( §3.1). We propose a model that learns to minimize the sentiment and content losses with an alignment constraint in a fully end-to-end manner ( §3.2). We empirically show that our model produces more balanced results in terms of sentiment modification and content preservation than more complex models on Yelp restaurant and Amazon product reviews ( §4).
Related wok
Following a seminal work by Hu et al. (2017) , researchers have developed a variety of methods for learning the structured/unstructured parts (i.e., style/content) of latent representations. Hu et al. (2017) 's method is based on the combination of semi-supervised variational autoencoders (Kingma et al., 2014) and the wake-sleep algorithm (Hinton et al., 1995) . Shen et al. (2017) utilized an adversarial training method that uses a style discriminator to align the populations of transferred and real target sentences. Other approaches related to disentangled representations include learning multi-decoder/style-embedding models (Fu et al., 2018) and using a language model as the style discriminator (Yang et al., 2018) . Our model only has an objective component to align sentence representations. We do not force our model to learn the disentangled representations of style and content. Our work is closely related to classical approaches for discovering parallel sentences in non-parallel corpora (Fung and Cheung, 2004; Munteanu and Marcu, 2005) and prototype-then-edit approaches (Guu et al., 2018) . introduced the notion of attribute markers, which are style-specific words/phrases for disentangling style and content in a sentence at the word level. There is also a line of work that studies other aspects of words based on emotional information (Xu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018a) . Here, we make no assumption on phrase boundaries between style and content. We simply exploit the local properties of two imperfectly aligned sentences.
3 Proposed method
Data preprocessing
We derive Yelp restaurant and Amazon product reviews from . 2 The original training and validation sets consist of unaligned corpora of positive and negative sentences. Given a sentence in one corpus, we retrieve a similar sentence from another corpus. We use a nearest neighbor search based on MinHash (Broder, 2000) and LSH Forest (Bawa et al., 2005) , which are implemented in datasketch. 3 specific words/phrases. We simply filter out punctuation when doing indexing and querying. We do sentence retrieval only in the training/validation data preparation steps.
In the following, we use the sentence pair in Figure 1 (a) as a running example. The shared tokens between the two sentences include {"the", "service", "was", "great", "too"}, while the token appearing only in the retrieved sentence is "n't". We then consider the retrieved sentence as our noisy source sentence and the query sentence as our target sentence. Transforming the noisy source sentence to the target sentence in this example involves deleting "n't" and reordering "too great". The sentiment flipping is obtained as a byproduct of this transformation.
A practical issue is that not all the retrieved sentences are as clean as the running example. Figure 2 shows the distribution of Jaccard similarities between the query and retrieved sentences on the Yelp and Amazon training sets. Both domains have a similar characteristic in that the majority of Jaccard similarities is around 0.3. We observe that the sentence pairs with Jaccard similarities below 0.3 typically have different sentence meanings, so we filter them out. On Amazon, we also observe that the sentence pairs with high Jaccard similarities tend to have neutral sentiment. For example, given the query sentence "my husband bought this for me as a christmas present ." from the positive corpus, we retrieve the sentence "i bought this as a christmas present for my husband ." from the negative corpus with Jaccard similarity 0.82. Both sentences are neutral, which is not useful for learning sentiment flipping. Thus, on Amazon, we further filter out the sentence pairs that have Jaccard similarities exceeding 0.8.
Another issue is that not all the non-shared tokens reflect sentiment change. For example, given the sentence "very pleasant atmosphere .", we retrieve the sentence "waitress was n't very pleasant ." having Jaccard similarity 0.33. The nonshared tokens in the retrieved sentence include {"waitress", "was", "n't"}. If we directly use this retrieved sentence as the source sentence, our model must learn to delete/add many tokens to minimize the loss. Unfortunately, the tokens like "waitress" and "was" convey the content that we wish to preserve at test time, while only one token, "n't", is useful for sentiment flipping. To deal with this undesired behavior, we randomly replace 20% of the non-shared tokens in the retrieved sentences having Jaccard similarities less than 0.5 with the mask token on both domains. In the example, random replacement of the nonshared tokens yields " mask was n't very pleasant .". The sentence corruption process should alleviate overchanging the content words at test time. We also apply this technique to learn a sentence reconstructor (detailed in §3.2).
To this end, we can obtain imperfectly aligned sentences with similar content but different sentiment polarities by using our search-and-corrupt method. Assume we have the original training sets X ={x (1) , . . . , x (M ) } and Y={y (1) , . . . , y (N ) }. Each training set belongs to a different sentiment polarity. Let y and x be retrieved, corrupted versions of y and x, respectively. Our unified training set becomes D={(y (i) ,
Model
Having the training set D in the form of noisy source and target sentences allows us to extend the attention-based encoder-decoder model (Bahdanau et al., 2015) for learning sentiment flipping. Let enc and dec be an encoder and a decoder parameterized by θ enc and θ dec , respectively. Our model first contains the sentiment loss:
This loss is the combination of the standard negative log-likelihood losses. The only new components here are the two sentiment embeddings s x and s y . In practice, we represent them with two randomly initialized vectors. We add each of them to the affine transformation of the hidden layer before applying the softmax in the decoder. These sentiment embeddings should help in shifting the probability distribution over the target tokens. We then randomly replace 20% of the tokens in the target sentence with the mask token and use the corrupted target sentence as its own source sentence. This process should guide the model to learn to reconstruct itself from its corrupted version (denoted byx andỹ) and hopefully to retain the content. We design our content loss as follows:
This loss is in the same form as Eq. (1) except that here we change the encoder input from the retrieved, corrupted sentence to the corrupted target sentence. Our idea is somewhat analogous to that of denoising autoencoders (Vincent et al., 2010; Bengio et al., 2013) , in which a Gaussian noise is added to a continuous-valued input and the model learns to reconstruct a clean input.
To encourage the model to make more use of the sentiment embeddings, we use the following loss as a constraint:
This loss consists of the standard mean squared error (MSE) losses. Here, we want the decoder to use more information from the sentiment embeddings s x and s y to generate the target sentence, if the representations of the two noisy source sentences produced by the same encoder are not considerably different from each other. Our unified objective becomes:
(4) Figure 3 shows the workflow of our method given x as the target sentence. The procedure is the same when considering y as the target sentence. The sentence retrieval and corruption are done once in preprocessing.
Experiments

Training details
We implement our model on top of OpenNMTpy 4 (Klein et al., 2017) based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) . We use a single-layer bidirectional LSTM as the encoder and a single-layer unidirectional LSTM with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) and input-feeding (Luong et al., 2015) as the decoder. Our network configurations are identical to those of . Specifically, we use 512 hidden states and 128-dimensional word vectors.
We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with the batch size of 256, the learning rate of 0.001, and the gradient clipping at 5. The learning rate decays by halves if the validation perplexity does not decrease. We initialize all model parameters and word embeddings by sampling from U(−0.1, 0.1). We train for 20 epochs or until the validation perplexity does not decrease for two epochs. At test time, we use the beam size of 5. We use the same network and parameter configurations for all experiments. We conduct all experiments on NVIDIA Tesla P40 GPUs. created 1000 human references for each of the Yelp and Amazon test sets using crowdworkers, allowing us to perform automatic evaluation. Following previous work (Shen et al., 2017; , we use two quantitative evaluation metrics: classification accuracy and BLEU. Classification accuracy indicates the percentage of system outputs correctly classified as the target sentiment by a pre-trained sentiment classifier. We train our sentiment classifier using Vowpal Wabbit 5 (Agarwal et al., 2014) . We use bigram features and train for 20 epochs. BLEU indicates the content similarity between system outputs and human references. We compute a BLEU score using the multi-bleu.perl script shipped with OpenNMT-py.
Evaluation and baselines
We compare our method against three different baselines. (Goodfellow et al., 2014) . Lastly, 's delete-and-retrieve method generates the output from the content and the retrieved sentiment-specific phrases with a recurrent neural network. Table 1 shows the results of various models. Our model based on the unified objective of Eq. (4) offers better balanced results compared to its variants. When removing L sentiment , our model degrades to an input copy-like method, resulting in low classification accuracies but the highest BLEU scores. When removing L content , the BLEU scores drop, indicating that the model cannot maintain a sufficient number of content words. Without L alignment , we observe a reduction in both accuracy and BLEU on Yelp. However, this tendency is inconsistent on Amazon (i.e., -2.2 accuracy and +0.56 BLEU). When using only L sentiment , our model falls back to the vanilla encoder-decoder model with a single loss, yielding poorer results on both datasets.
Results
Yelp Amazon
Source we sit down and we got some really slow and lazy service . this is the worst game i have come across in a long time .
Human the service was quick and responsive this is the best game i have come across in a long time . Shen et al. (2017) we went down and we were a good , friendly food . this is the best thing i ve had for a few years . Fu et al. (2018) we sit down and we got some really and fast food . this is the best knife i have no room with a long time . we got very nice place to sit down and we got some service . this is the best game i have come across in a long time . This work we sat down and got some great service . this is the best item i have come across in a long time .
(a) From negative to positive also use a separately trained neural language model to select the best output (described in the last paragraph of Sec. 4.4 in their paper), while we only use a single-trained model. Table 2 shows the example outputs of our model and others.
We further examine whether flipping between s x and s y has any effect at test time. LSTM is commonly known to be powerful and could generate the output sentence with the target sentiment without using the information from the sentiment embeddings s x and s y . If our model fails to learn s x and s y , flipping them at test time should have Source i have been there . sx i have enjoyed eating there . sy i have n't been there .
Source i had experience . sx i had great experience . sy worst experience i ever had . less or no effect. In other words, given the same input sentence, changing s x to s y and vice versa would result in nearly the same outputs. To test this, we compose simple, neutral sentences and feed them to our unified objective model trained on Yelp with different sentiment embeddings. Table 3 shows the generated outputs, confirming that our model indeed makes use of s x and s y .
Conclusion
We have shown that our unified objective model successfully learns from the noisy training sentence pairs acquired from non-parallel corpora using our search-and-corrupt method. Even though our model is conceptually simpler, it produces competitive results against the strong baselines across two domains.
